Hamilton Beach® FrontFill™ Compact Coffee Makers

**Space Saving Design** – The Hamilton Beach® FrontFill™ Compact Coffee Makers feature a small design while making the right amount of coffee to start your day.

**Perfect for Compact Living** – The new Hamilton Beach coffee makers have a 5-cup capacity – ideal for dorm rooms, small kitchens or even the office. While the coffee maker is compact, it does not compromise on quality. It has all the great features of a full-sized coffee maker.

**FrontFill™ Feature** – The FrontFill™ water reservoir and swing-out brew basket make it easy to add water and coffee under the cabinet without making a mess.

**Wake-Up Ready Coffee** – Programming is simple, too. Easy-touch programming lets you set the coffee maker up to 24 hours ahead for fresh, hot coffee when you wake up in the morning.

**Coffee Your Way** – Enjoy coffee your way with the select-a-brew strength selector, choose from regular or bold. Auto pause & pour stops the flow of coffee when removing the carafe from the coffee maker for pouring before brewing has ended.

**Additional Features** – Use the water-level window to see the exact water level as you fill. The brew basket is easy to remove and clean in the dishwasher.

**Details**

- **Product Name:** Hamilton Beach® FrontFill™ Compact Coffee Maker
- **Model:** 46110 – with switch, 46111 – with clock
- **MSRP:** $24.99, $29.99
- **Availability:** Now

**Media Contact:** Mary Beth Brault  I  804-418-8868  I  marybeth.brault@hamiltonbeach.com